The Director‘s Autumn Report
Welcome to the newsletter for autumn and winter 2017. Director
Graham Burton looks forward to the winter’s planting and reflects
on the growing interest in native woodland.
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The interest in creating new native woodland continues to grow to
the point where we now have planting schemes in place for both
this winter and next, with more enquiries pending. This is great
news for our charity but does mean lots of hard work and commitment, especially
during the relatively short planting season.
If any of our members
have friends, family
or casual acquaintances that might like to
plant some trees,
please get them out –
tea, cake and a tremendous sense of
accomplishment
await.
The two main planting sites this winter
Moor Trees and community volunteers pause for lunch at Hennock 2017
are: a farm near
Lifton in west Devon where the landowner wants to join us in creating more woodland specifically for biodiversity; and a private area on Longdown near Exeter, adjacent to the National Park, the owners needing over 3 hectares planting over two
winters.
Evidence of a burgeoning interest in native woodland
was exemplified by the South Brent Wood Fair held on
the village hall in September. Despite indifferent
weather, the public arrived at the fair in their droves,
creating a great atmosphere and allowing us plenty of
opportunity to talk about woodlands and what we do
to create them.
In this newsletter I return to the theme of our Vision
for Dartmoor, building on the incredible value for biodiversity and human experience provided by the oak
tree. Love it or hate it, Brexit means that the UK will be Jon Covey’s ‘identify the tree’
taking a radical look at agricultural support after 2020
game was very popular at the
South Brent Wood fair.
and the chances are good for a much closer link to the
wider public value of money spent in marginal areas
like Dartmoor. We need to be ready to take part in that debate.
Best wishes
Graham Burton
Director

See page 4 for Graham’s
thoughts on the future of
the Oak Tree on Dartmoor
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Moor Trees is trying new varieties of trees.
Broadley nursery manager Jon Covey explains why.
.

You may remember from last autumn's newsletter that Bambi
and friends were merrily dining out at Broadley on all the first
year trees. So the Tuesday volunteer group started installing a deer
fence around the Broadley nursery in mid July and by mid September
the fence was complete— 130 metres of 1.6 metre high fence at a material cost of £534 (£4.10 per metre.) So far, the trees have remained unmunched! Many
thanks to all the volunteers.

part of the new deer fence

The hornbeam (Carpinus betulus) seeds Bea Campbell kindly collected from Epping Forest in 2016 have produced about 600 trees.
They have grown well, but slowly—probably because of the very dry conditions when they were planted in the nursery beds. We
are growing hornbeam to replace the ash tree as one of the canopy trees in our planting schemes. We no longer grow ash because of ash dieback disease.
Initially we had planted small leaved lime (Tilia cordata) as the canopy replacement for ash.
The lime is an attractive tree, much loved by bees, butterflies, insects and birds. Unfortunately we could find only one tree nursery in East Anglia that had managed to grow small
leaved lime from their locally collected seed. These native limes don't always produce viable
seed, so quite often there are none available to buy in for our winter planting. Certainly the
lime seed Moor Trees has collected in Devon hasn't produced any germination in the past
four years.
Whilst hornbeam may not be a perfect substitute for ash, at
least we are able to source some seed to grow our own supply
of trees for Moor Trees’ winter planting. Processing hornbeam seed mainly consists of—over a
seven day period—alternately immersing the seeds in water for 24 hours then removing then from
the water for 24 hours. Fresh water is used for each immersion. This removes the chemical inhibitors to germination.
hornbeam

We are also trying to source some wych elm (Ulmus glabra) trees for a seed collection in May
2018. The small sample of seed we collected in Devon this year germinated and grew well. Wych
elm, along with hornbeam, may form a component part of the canopy trees in Moor Trees’ planting schemes for the foreseeable future. Wych elm can grow to 40 metres height (hornbeam, 25
metres) and have shown resistance to the elm disease.

wych elm

Many thanks once again to Tony Glynn Scaffolding, a family owned and run business serving the
South Hams. The Moor Trees minibus and trailer collected 107 four-metre used scaffold boards (weighing 2.5 tonnes!) and transported them to our two nurseries for rebuilding the raised beds. Many thanks to Brian, Daniel and Robin for their help with the
transportation.
Tony also donated a vast quantity of shade netting which aids the growth of tree saplings in the beds.
Finally thank you to Brian and Colin for installing a wood burning stove in the volunteers’ hut at the
Dartington nursery. It looks very professional and will keep the volunteers warm and dry in the winter.

We are searching for a local South Devon sources of seeds for hornbeam
and wych elm. if you know of any please get in touch using the contact
details on the back page . We intend to collect wych elm seeds in May or
June next year and hornbeam seeds in late summer.
New woodburner installed in
the hut at Dartington!
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Rewilding Britain as mainstream?

The concept of rewilding has been steadily gaining attention over the past few years.
In September, chair of Moor Trees, Dr. Janet Cotter, attended a one day conference on
rewilding held jointly by the Durrell Institute of Conservation and Ecology (DICE) and
Wildwood Trust at the University of Canterbury. Here is her report.
At the conference there was a rich
mixture of people from different
occupations, from conservation
academics to people from charities such as the Wildlife Trust and
ourselves.
The programme was arranged
around three key themes:
(1) species and rewilding;
(2) landscapes and rewilding and
(3) political and cultural aspects
of rewilding.
Everyone was agreed on the definition of re-wilding, that it “aims
to restore natural ecosystems using keystone species in a way that
benefits wildlife and people”.
Wolves didn’t get much of a mention but lynx may be a possibility
for certain parts of Scotland,
where they could reduce deer
numbers. Rewilding is very much
more than simply letting beavers

loose! Not only because you
would first need suitable habitats
to release any animal into; for example, beavers need trees.
From the conversationist’s perspective, there has been a shift
towards thinking of ecosystems at
a landscape level, rather than trying to manage an area for the
benefit of a single species, e.g. a
dormouse or a heath fritillary. Of
course, this is only possible for
larger conservation areas, but it
means that considering the natural ecosystem as a whole is becoming mainstream in UK conservation.
The economics session was interesting, given the uncertainties on
the long-term future of farming
subsidies. Landscape restoration
has to pay! One idea was to regard
areas primarily managed for biodiversity (with little or no farming)
as natural assets that have a

Moor Trees’ vision of a future Dartmoor landscape

‘capital value’ and that require
upkeep payments. This could work
alongside the traditional farming
subsidy scheme. This idea of payment for ecosystem services is in
it’s infancy. However, given the
toll of flooding in the UK over the
See https://www.kent.ac.uk/
sac/events/rewilding.html for
the conference programme.
past few years, governments, local
authorities and water companies
are looking at water catchments
afresh to see how they can increase flood resilience in a way
that also benefits biodiversity.
The discussion section at the conference concluded that there was
enough evidence to show that
ecological restoration at the landscape scale could bring multiple
benefits to both wildlife and people. What was needed now was
more demonstration projects to
show people what re-wilded landscapes are like, and how they fit
into the local culture and economy. Wouldn’t it be nice if Moor
Trees was one of those demonstration projects?

See Graham Burton’s related
article on page 4 on the importance of oak trees in a
rewilded Dartmoor
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The future of oak on Dartmoor
environment, with its companions of
ash, hazel, birch, and rowan amongst
others. The wildwood was predominantly an oak forest.

Moor Trees published its vision
for the future of Dartmoor
woodlands in 2015, which argues for a managed progression back to a more naturally
evolving landscape featuring a
mosaic of trees, glades and
wetlands. I now want to explore the shape of this vision a
little further.
When humans arrived, almost all of
Dartmoor was a wooded landscape
with a scattering of open areas.
Woodlands of one sort or another
have come and gone in response to

The wildwood was predominately an oak forest.
climate changes over thousands if not
millions of years. The character of the
wild wood was variable, with lush
forest in the sheltered valleys but a
mosaic of glades and thinly spread
woodland on steep and stony slopes,
probably kept open by large herbivores, such as elk and wild cattle.
Wet mires and blanket bogs would
also have been relatively free of trees.
But which trees? It is known, for example, that small leaved lime was an
important species at times in the past,
but the climate no longer favours it,
local specimens rarely producing viable seed. The oak has been the principal tree in our most recent climatic

by Graham Burton

mean that Dartmoor cannot become
significantly more biodiverse and biologically rich.

In response to environmental factors,
species rise and fall in prominence.
However, the last century or so has
seen a massive reduction in moorland
biodiversity, the reasons for which
have been well explored elsewhere,
but exemplified by the observed decline in many breeding birds and the
need for initiatives such as the Two
Moors Threatened Butterfly Project.
Could the red squirrel be reintroduced ?

To restore extensive
woodlands to Dartmoor is
to restore part of ourselves
But we need to be practical - not all
the moor is suitable for large areas of
new woodland. The archaeology,
both ancient and more recent, should
be respected and any future system
of woodland restoration must work
hand in hand with agriculture – with
grazing livestock taking the place of
the extinct large herbivores. It is our
belief that Dartmoor is too ‘occupied’
with people and infra-structure for
the re-introduction of most of the
long-gone mammals, with one or two
important exceptions (perhaps beaver
and red squirrel?) but that does not

In our vision, we suggest the development of a Wild Heart of Dartmoor,
needing a significant area, but still
only about 10% of the National Park,
exemplified by the dominance of
natural processes. It would be maintained by low intensity grazing, providing both agricultural products and
a unique experience for visitors, and
supported by a structure of payments
for the ecosystem services provided
by low impact farming. The Knepp
estate in Sussex provides some pointers on how this might work (https://
knepp.co.uk/).
We believe that, as the support
mechanisms for agriculture change, it
would be preferable for the communities on the moor to harness these
changes, rather than be driven by
them.
Woodlands are our heritage. To restore extensive woodlands to Dartmoor is to restore part of ourselves
and provide a template for how we
use land in areas of marginal value for
mainstream agriculture.

Beavers are already being reintroduced into
parts of the UK

On page 7 Graham looks
at the oak tree in detail
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Moor Trees woodland surveys

During summer 2017 Moor Trees has been surveying
some of our past planting sites. Janet Cotter lets us know
why and what we have found out.
During the summer we began a programme of monitoring our
trees that have been so lovingly planted in previous years. Some
of our sites were planted 10 years ago now and we want to keep
track of how the trees are doing and what environmental benefits they might be bringing. Whilst we always perform aftercare
of our trees, we have now set up a prototype scientific system of
taking measurements and recording our finds so we can track
the growth of our trees into woodlands as the years progress.

some woodland habitat and we’ll be keeping track of them in
the future, hoping they spread more into our new woodland.
Several birds were seen; an exciting sighting, seen by several of
our volunteers, was identified as a willow warbler singing away
in our trees. We’ve certainly made someone happy!

Thanks to a generous donation we were able to buy some monitoring equipment for our preliminary surveys. Armed with compasses, clinometers, tape measures and clipboards, and after a
brief training session, intrepid groups of volunteers identified
and measured our trees at 3 sites: Court Gate Orchard (planted
2005/06), Middle Heltor (planted 2004/05) and Weir Mill
(planted 2016/17). Weir Mill was included to get ‘baseline’ data,
at the start of woodland creation.
Charlotte and Jon identifying a plant with a plant guide at Middle Heltor

In terms of carbon, it’s possible to estimate (using Forestry Commission protocols) that the 4,600 trees planted at Court Gate
Orchard now contain about 4.4 tonnes of carbon. This is roughly
equivalent to carbon emitted by driving 51,000 miles in an average sized car, six and a half year’s average car mileage. This is
only from one of our sites, and as those trees grow, they’ll continue to accumulate carbon.

Tom and Brian measuring the root collar diameter of a tree at Court Gate
Orchard

The initial results are that most of our trees seem to be doing
very well indeed. Some have crowded others out, which is to be
expected as the canopy closes in. Several plant species were
spotted, including wood avens. Wood avens are slow-spreading
plants so these may well have been there pre-planting, clinging
on in the open grassland. It’s nice to know we’ve given them

It was a great pleasure seeing the results of all the work collecting seed, growing the saplings in our nurseries and planting them
out on those wintery days. We’re not only creating a new home
for woodland biodiversity, but helping to combat climate change
at the same time. What a fantastic achievement!
We’ll be tweaking our techniques for the monitoring protocol for
next year and rolling out a full programme of monitoring over
the next few years. We hope to involve a wider group of volunteers with ‘Citizen Science’ projects. No experience is necessary
as the measurements are basic and training is given. Look out for
dates in the volunteer diary in the summer of 2018.

The aim of the monitoring programme is to visit each of
our sites every 10 years to:
-record the growth of the trees;
-observe which species are doing well in which sites and which
aren’t doing so well;
-calculate how much carbon the trees are taking up;
-find out how much natural regeneration is there? Of which
species?
-record plants and animals – are any woodland plants (e.g. bluebells) or animals returning?
-collect soil samples–for long term studies into organic matter
and carbon accumulation in the soil.

Beautiful wild flowers at Weir Mill
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AGM 2017 at Woodah Farm– Naomi Wisbey

This year’s AGM was on Sunday 24th
September at the Devon Wildlife Trust’s
headquarters at Woodah Farm near
Doddiscombeleigh. There were 20 volunteers and members in attendance as
well as the owners of some of this
year’s planting sites, Kate and Richard
Morley and Derek Gow. Before the
meeting began there was time to chat
with tea, coffee and delicious biscuits
hand-baked by Sue Burton.

come).
Graham and Janet thanked everyone
who has volunteered over the past year
as well as, Brian, Jon Brock and Jon
Covey for making it possible and enjoyable to plant over 6000 trees last winter! However, there’s no rest for the
wicked, and this coming winter we have
over 7000 trees to plant!
After the formal meeting and the talk
by Derek was over, it was time for the
part of the AGM we had all been looking forward to! The delicious lunch provided by Sue Burton.

The formal meeting, began with apologies from members who could not attend. The minutes of last year’s AGM
were approved along with the director’s
report and last year’s financial accounts. We also decided to retain the
existing subscription rates (£15 per
year /£8 for members with low inElection of Trustees
Next we came to the election of trustees,
a vital part of the AGM. The trustees
meet throughout the year to make decisions about how Moor Trees is run.
Last years’ trustees were Janet Cotter
(chair), Guy Gilmore (secretary), Jill
Broom, John Covey, Paul Harrison, Tom
Murphy & Naomi Wisbey, Jon Brock and
Adam Griffin.
This year, Jon Brock and Adam Griffin
decided not to stand again as trustees,
Adam hopes he will return as a trustee in
the future but is currently very busy with
personal commitments, and Jon will continue to be pivotal at Moor Trees in his
role as planting officer. The remainder of
last year’s trustees stood again and Tim
Ferry stood as a new trustee. Each candidate said a few words about why they
would like to be elected as a trustee. The
attending members voted. The votes
were counted... all of the trustees were
voted in unanimously!

Derek Gow was this year’s guest
speaker, in his role as ‘Beaver expert’.
His talk covered the history and hunting
to near extinction of European beavers
in the UK and their recent reintroduction. He spoke about the beavers role in
the ecosystem and how they can help
with flood prevention, water quality,
combating erosion and landscape management.
Volunteering Hours
An important part and grand finale of the
meeting was the awarding of volunteering certificates. This year we had a record
breaking 4832 hours of volunteering
hours!
The ‘top scorers’ are shown below. Special congratulations to John Burden who
has contributed an astounding 500 hours
to Moor Trees this year and to Jon Covey
who has volunteered for a staggering 700
hours!

After we had all greedily eaten as much
food as we could manage, it was time
for the traditional AGM walk, collecting
seeds and having a good chat. After
collecting a few bucketfuls of hazelnuts,
hawthorn berries, maple keys, spindle
berries and sloes we returned to the
centre for afternoon tea, if anyone
could manage any more food!

In thanks for all the wonderful food she provided, the trustees gave Sue a handy pair of
secateurs. She seemed delighted!
If anyone would like to stand as a trustee
next year, please speak to one of the existing
trustees and we can give you more information or invite you to a ‘taster meeting’.

Jon Covey

700 hours

John Burden

500 hours

Colin Shazell

400 hours

Paul Harrison

250 hours

Robin Lee

250 hours

Tim Ferry

175 hours

Jill Broom

150 hours

Chris Curry

140 hourse

Naomi Wisbey

140 hours

Phil Warren

130 hours

Tom Murphy

120 hours

Judith Allen

100 hours

Lottie O’Toole

100 hours

Claire Truscott

100 hours
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In his series on the native trees of Dartmoor, Graham Burton
turns his attention to our oldest, most venerated, most mythologised, most incredibly useful and most biodiverse tree.

The oak has for many centuries been recognised as the chief forest tree of England, intimately bound up
with the history of these islands. It is the foundation for abundant cultural imagery, such as the Royal
Navy and its ‘wooden walls’, the Green man carved in church beams, the emblem of the National Trust,
and Charles II hiding in an oak tree - there are over 500 pubs in England called the ‘Royal Oak’.
Although widely distributed over Europe, it is regarded as peculiarly English. But which oak? Quercus
robur is the pedunculate oak of the lowlands, but as the rainfall and exposure increases in the western
uplands of the UK, the sessile oak, Quercus petraea, takes over. Both can be found extensively on Dartmoor and the two often hybridise in the wild, frequently making field identification tricky.
The leaves are familiar to most, around 10 cm long with four to five
deep lobes with smooth edges. Flowers are long yellow hanging catOak tree in summer
kins and the fruit is the well-known acorn, green at first, then becoming a more autumnal, browner colour, and falling to the ground. The oak grows slowly. In eighty
years the trunk might not exceed 20 inches in diameter, but old trees reach a great girth. The famous Fairlop Oak in Hainault Forest, for example, measured 36 feet in circumference, the spreading
boughs reaching over 300 feet. They may easily reach 1,000 years old, outliving all native trees except the yew.

oak leaves

Value to wildlife
The oak is so integral to the biodiversity of a woodland, and supports such a range of wildlife that here are only a few highlights.
Oak leaves are eaten by more insects than any other UK tree, over 400 species, including such specialists as the purple hairstreak butterfly. The soft leaves break down quickly in autumn and form a rich leaf mould beneath the tree,
supporting invertebrates, such as the stag beetle, and numerous fungi.

pied flycatcher

Holes and crevices in the tree bark are perfect nesting spots for the pied flycatcher or marsh tit.
Several British bat species may also roost in old woodpecker holes or under loose bark, as well as
feeding on the rich supply of insects in the tree canopy. Rotten limbs and fallen trees provide perfect
conditions for a wide range of fungi and mosses. Jays bury huge numbers of acorns for their
winter larder and act as the most important propagator of the tree by providing it with perfect conditions for growth.

Mythology and symbolism
Both the Romans and Greeks associated the oak tree with their highest gods. To the Greek god Zeus, the oak was sacred. It was also
sacred to Thor, of Norse mythology, and revered by the Germanic tribes and the Celts alike. The oak is associated with the “tree of
life,” whose roots penetrate the Underworld and branches reach to the heavens.
It is a symbol of sovereignty and power, as well as justice, honesty and bravery. Centuries of woodland felling left many individual oak
trees standing prominent in the landscape. These trees then became an integral part of local tradition and custom, such as Shire Oaks,
marking the boundaries of shires, or cross oaks – a stone cross and an oak at crossroads

How we use oak
The wood matures in a leisurely fashion and is practically indestructible. Edward the
Confessor's shrine in Westminster Abbey is of oak that has outlasted the changes of 800
years. Logs have been dug from peat bogs, in good preservation and fit for rough building
purposes, that were submerged a thousand years ago.
As timber, the oak exhibits hardness and toughness, elasticity and strength. These qualities made it particularly good for shipbuilding but also for timber frame buildings, from
barns to grand manors, in piers and docks, furniture and ox carts. The high tannin content of the bark was used in tanning leather, but also the astringent effects of the tannins
have been utilised by the herbalists and medics of many societies. Acorns are edible,
just, and were of considerable importance formerly for feeding pigs. About the end of
the seventh century, special laws were made relating to the common rights for feeding
of swine in woods (called pannage).

Edward the Confessor’s shrine of 800 year
old oak

The oak tree
Sing for the Oak Tree,
The monarch of the wood;
Sing for the Oak Tree,
That groweth green and good;
That groweth broad and branching
Within the forest shade;
That groweth now, and yet shall grow
When we are lowly laid!
Mary Howitt
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